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层检索排名前 20 的序列进行进一步检索，计算得到的 DTW 旋律相似度与 EMD
旋律相似度进行加权和，得到 终的检索排名。同时，本文针对传统 EMD 算法
和 DTW 算法进行改进，提出基于权值均方的 EMD 算法和基于二维变量的 DTW































  In recent years, the method for querying multimedia data has become a research 
hotspot with the increasing data in network. Especially to audio, there is an urgent 
demand in building a more efficient query method to cope with the mass audio data. 
The traditional query method, which is based on text, need label music files, such as 
the name of music, the singer, the composer, etc. However，the query method named 
Query By Humming(QBH), which is based on content, only needs a small piece of 
melody sung by user, and then the corresponding music can be retrieved. The new 
query mothod decreases the storage space needed by music library and is more 
convenient to user. 
 In QBH, the humming signal is enhanced in reprocessing model. And then, the 
voice feature is extracted from enhanced signal in characteristic extraction model. 
Finally, the melody similarity is calculated using voice features of humming signal 
and music characteristic library and the query rank is obtained. 
 This paper suggests three aspects of improvement in three models of QBH 
respectively, which is preprocessing model, characteristic extraction model and 
melody matching model. 
 Firstly, through analyzing and comparing the advantages and disadvantages of 
several speech enhancement algorithms, the improved spectral subtraction based on 
varying parameter is chose in preprocessing model. The test result proves that the 
spectral subtraction based on varying parameter can effectively enhance the query 
ranking, and the effective rate is 93.3%. 
 Secondly, in consideration of the difference in pitch and rhythm, the 
normalization of the extracted voice features is proposed in characteristic extraction 
model. The query ranking is increased because of the normalization, and the effective 
rate is 85.7%. 















melody similarity, and then a two-step melody matching model is construct. In Step 1, 
the Earth Mover’s Distance(EMD) algorithm is used to query the musics preliminarily; 
In Step 2, the Dynamic Time Warping(DTW) algorithm is used to query the musics  
which are ranked in the top 20 in Step 1. The weighted sum of melody similarities 
stemed from EMD and DTW is the final melody similarity, and then the query 
ranking is obtained according to the melody similarity. In the meanwhile，in contrary 
to traditional EMD and DTW, the improved EMD based on weight mean square and 
the improved DTW based on two dimensions is proposed in this paper. The test reault 
indicates that the effective rates of improved EMD and improved DTW are 85.7% and 
79.2% respectively. 
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